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iNNOCRATIC TECHNOLOGIES, Inc. has been silently at work for two decades - to build the ultimate, "Rational" AI. 
With innovative user experience & productivity gains, based on exclusive tools & technologies - along with disruptive 
business models - we bring true revolution over the old, outdated data paradigms while also pioneering the way for 
the ultimate AI.
Our patented "Data Neural Network" HyperGraph Technologies embody human brain-like, *universal* organization, search, 
storage, analysis, and understanding of *all* digital data - by relevance, context, & ideas. Enabling the future AI to operate 
in human-centric, intuitive ways. Designed for privacy and security in decentralized architecture. That’s Contexta – the 
"Universal Graph Objects Platform."

Contexta One (Online Services)
Contexta One Platform is an open, cloud-based, comprehensive online data platform, 
or "Universal Data OS" for the age of AI - based on revolutionary Universal HyperGraph 
technology to model after the human brain:
Universally connect, organize, search, store, analyze, and understand, and share all kinds of 
digital data – with human-centric experience. Everything connected & made sense by context, 
relevance, and meaning. Think of it as personal “Jarvis” for all your data.
Available as an app, or for licensing for on-premises/third-party hosting, OEM products.

Contexta Hypergraph DB 
Contexta Hypergraph Database is unlike typical graph database, or any other existing 
databases; Contexta Hypergraph was designed and developed for the sole purpose of 
building the ultimate, "rational" AI. It is specifically built to become universal, semantic, and 
object-based: Meaning, it operates not only on literal text/numerical values, but also semantic 
or contextual meanings... across data objects of all types/formats. This is all thanks to our 
patented, exclusive "Hypergraph" database engine, which is available for standalone licensing.
Contexta Hypergraph DB offers a human brain-equivalent data storage and analytics today. And the path to "Rational" AI 
tomorrow.

Year Established 2016 Type of Business Software Development & Online Services
Website http://contexta.one Main Export Countries US, Mexico, UAE

The Person In Charge

Name Department Position
Young Lee HQ CEO

Phone Mobile E-mail 
+82-2-732-7230 +82-10-4096-2500 young.j.lee@contexta.one
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